A Systematic Analysis Workflow for High-Density Customized Protein Microarrays in Biomarker Screening.
High-density protein microarrays constitute a promising high-throughput platform for the characterization of protein expression patterns, biomarker discovery, and validation. Different types of protein microarrays have been described according to several features (such as content, format, and detection system) presenting advantages and disadvantages which are relevant for the specific application and purposes. Therefore, an experimental design is key for any screening based on protein microarrays assays; in fact, the data analysis strategy is directly related to the experimental design, type of protein microarray and consequently the final outcome, the data and results interpretation, is also directly linked. Here, it is proposed a systematic workflow for biomarker discovery based on tailor-made protein microarrays platforms which obtain comprehensively info for the functional protein characterization in high-throughput format.